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INTRO
“Well done!“ Several people
in this V&C are pioneering
for all the enlightenment
services. In particular, as the
first article proves, every
wrong statement can be
refuted by an open inspection.
You can reveal life threatening insider information as
shown in the concluding
article. Certainly it is fantastic when these deviants
betray themselves by speaking and doing things without
thinking. As mentioned in the
Swisscom article below,
when mobile network operators boast that their new
patent is “less cancer-causing” they are openly admitting their guilt! and so on …
And from that point there is
no turning back - neither for
them nor for public prosecutors. With that, the cat is let
out of the bag! It’s time for
class actions and claims for
damages – before the billions
of dollars worth of damage
are “socialized”, i.e. before
the costs are passed on to the
victims.
Ivo Sasek

Congratulations!
Baden-Württemberg's Department of the Interior convicted of false testimony!
uw. After a new cellular tower was brought into service for
administrative communication
in the town of Herrischried,
more and more people complained of headaches, sleeping
troubles, exhaustion, nosebleed, depression and irritableness. The impact on the
children, whose school is in
the neighborhood of the radio
transmitter, was particularly
severe. After a survey in the
town on this topic the majority
repeatedly turned to the authority in charge of the transmit-

ter, with letters and telephone
calls, and asked for a statement. Baden-Württemberg's
Department of the Interior declared in a letter to Christof
Berger, the mayor of Herrischried, on the 8th of January 2013: "... no radiation could
be measured at the Ice Rink or
on Lindenweg No. 2".
TETRA-transmitters usually
have a range of up to 30 kilometres. The fact that the
places referred to are just 2
kilometres away was the reason for the Department of the

Interior’s 8th of January statement being checked in the presence of the local press. The
result was clear: On the 14th
Feb 2013, signals from the
new TETRA-digital-communications tower were the most
intense ones in the whole
town.... EXPOSED !
German Source:
http://ul-we.de/herrischried-tetrasignale-sind-doch-messbar/
www.badische-zeitung.de/
herrischried/signale-sind-gut-messbar
www.badischezeitung.de/herrischried/
harsche-kritikan-tetrafunk-68313169.html

Swisscom contradicts itself
mh. Fortunately, patents have to
be made accessible to the public.
In the patent Nr. WO 2004/
075583 A1 from 2004 which
belongs to Swisscom, the following came to light: An internal study is quoted which
proves the pathogenic* effect of
high frequency radiation. In particular it refers to the danger of
DNA-strand-break as well as an
abnormal cancer risk. Obviously, the publishing of these con-

troversial outcomes have not
been agreed on within Swisscom because the Public Relations Department of Swisscom
disagreed with their answers on
every statement that has been
made. Still it is clear that mobile
service providers know exactly
how dangerous their products
are. Out of greed for profit, they
accept the loss of health of the
entire population, as long as
they can hide behind threshold

values which they themselves
dictate to the politicians. In the
long run this can only backfire
on them. But until then the profits are being reaped and the last
liability will be considered as a
social problem (V&C 13/13).
Take part as well in exposing
this fraud more and more
thoroughly before it is too late!

1. The following sicknesses often
emerge due to mobile radiation:
insomnia, depression, headache,
tinnitus, concentration disturbance, learning disabilities in children, higher blood pressure,
arrhythmia, tiredness, cancer...
2. The blood-brain barrier is
opened! Toxins reach the brain!
This is probably the main reason
for the dramatic increase in

Alzheimer’s, dementia and Parkinsons!
3. Our blood or rather the red
blood vessels clump together!
Our fitness declines and the risk
of stroke rises dramatically!
4. Even mobile operators admit
there is clear proof of damage to
the genetic material of human
blood cells and that there is an
increased risk of cancer!

*pathogenic = causing illness
German Source:
www.gigaherz.ch/1450/

Sickness from mobile phone radiation
kw. The rapid expansion of
new and more powerful mobile
phone networks is due to increasing pressure from politicians and mobile network companies. Clear and very worrying
scientific evidence is being ignored in an irresponsible way.
The dangers of mobile technology are deliberately concealed
by the mainstream media, so

there is a widespread lack of
awareness about it. The result
of this disinformation, is that
many people do not know that
their health complaints are
caused by this technology. With
regard to the dramatic increase
of affected people, it is high
time to inform people about the
following alarming facts:

continuation page 2
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5. Long-term studies show clear- disorders + 58%, blood disorders This technology is irresponsible other things, 13 cases of leukely that near the transmitters the and disruption of the immune and violates the Basic Right to mia were reported within a short
risk of cancer rises to an alarming system + 82%! The Russian Com- Physical Integrity enshrined in timeframe in a school in VallGerman Sources:
level! Even the WHO after mission for Radiological Protec- the Declaration of Human adolid!
Folder „Mobilfunk –
“evaluating almost all available tion traces this alarming increase Rights! Civil protests in Spain
die verschwiegene Gefahr“
scientific evidence” rates mobile “with high probability” back to the have led to the decommissioning
www.agbantigenozidbewegung.de/
phone radiation as “potentially radiation from mobile transmit- of approx 2000 mobile-network
images/documents/
mobilfunkbroschuere.pdf
carcinogenic” and puts the dan- ters and the use of mobile phones! transmitters because, amongst
ger on the same level with chloro- 7. According the Max-Planck-Inform and the pesticide DDT!
stitute, punctual temperatures of
Victory Corner:
6. The following diseases have up to 100 degrees Celsius are
increased among the young since generated in the brain during a
Bravo, Father Don Luigi!
2000: disorder of the central ner- mobile phone call. The brain
We honour Father Don Luigi and Franco Adessa for their
vous system + 85%, neurologic waves are significantly modified!
courage and their sincerity.
Pope Benedikt´s Abdication was not unexpected
Water – a human right or
In the 452nd issue of Father he closed with these shocking
a right to a multi-billion dollar business?
Don Luigi´s magazine, “Chiesa lines: Quote: “The only answer
ijp. Some years ago, water Excuse me? It is ‘extreme’ to viva”, an open letter from Fran- we received of you, Holiness,
was privatized in parts of Por- argue that water is a public co Adessa to the Pope was made was sustained, perpetual and inpublic, which was meant to save explicable silence! Holiness (...),
tugal. The result was a price right? Is Mr. Brabeckincrease of 400 % for water. Letmathe Lord and creator of the Pope from his early we came to the conclusion, – to
Now in Germany, some of the the water springs? Water is “termination”.In his extensive our horror – to suspect the only
and evidential script F. Adessa plausible reason for your incomwater supply is to be sold to the basis of life and free
revealed several satanic sym- prehensible silence towards the
giant corporations. At the very access to it is a basic human bols in the new “Catholic devastating accusations of
top of the list is Nestlé. Regar- right. Whoever turns it into a Church” of San Giovanni Roton- “Chiesa viva” (…) namely, that
ding this water privatization, profitable business commits a do. He made it clear: It was a from this moment on we are in
Peter
Brabeck-Letmathe, crime against humanity. Let’s distinctive Satan’s Temple – that period, where the cult of
Chairman of the Supervisory stop this nonsense now and let and to make matters worse, con- Lucifer, which has been secretly
Board, said: “I think it is an it go no further!
secrated to the Holy Padre Pio. practiced for a long time at the
extreme view to declare water
A
Catholic Church which has head of the Vatican, is meant to
Sources:
as a public right. I personally
been revealed as a Satanic be spread out and be imposed on
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dwWjfhs3t44
believe that it is better to give
Temple, where Freemasonry the
common
cult-centers
www.youtube.com/watch?
takes place and the worship of (meaning the parish churches
a value to food, so that everyv=_eGTktnbsAk
their “God” Lucifer is practiced, etc.)!!! Unquote.
one knows it costs something.”
could not leave the Pope in indifSource of supply:
ference! - of that Father Adessa
Media keep silent about
„Chiesa viva“ (in italian), Franco
was convinced. But weeks
Adessa: Eine „neue Kirche“ für den
worldwide persecution of Christians
passed by in grim silence. Why
heiligen Pater Pio – ein freimaumig. According to a recent report about the situation of that? Adessa confronted Pope rerTempel? –, Verlag Anton A. Schmid
evaluation by “Open Doors”, persecuted Christians finds its Benedikt himself with this ques- www.chiesaviva.com/satanischertemp
el%20padrepio.pdf
about 100 million (!) Christi- way into the public media. It tion in 2012. In his open letter

ans worldwide are being
oppressed these days. Therefore, Christianity is the most
persecuted religion worldwide.
The World Watch List,
published by “Open Doors”
includes 50 countries where
Christians are discriminated
against, excluded, arrested,
tortured, raped or killed for
their beliefs. But hardly any

should be clear to everyone
that the media definitely know
about it. But it is still not understood by most people why
the media persist in remaining
silent. Investigation pays off !

German Sources:
magazine “Gesichter der Verfolgung”
from Open Doors Germany
www.opendoors.de/verfolgung/verfolg
unsindex_2013/

Closing Point ●
Is Adessa’s final statement correct, that the head of the
Vatican has been secretly practicing the “cult of Lucifer”, the
satanic cult, for a long time? That means that earlier Roman
Catholic buildings must actually feature irrefutable satanic
signs and symbols. So the hunt could actually start then.
Right or wrong? One truth can be irrevocably stated as of
now: How F. Adessa predicted Benedikt’s abdication in his
open letter to the pope in July/August 2012… and the very
same is suddenly out of the game. For more detail's see the
above sources. Open your eyes for everything coming now!

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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